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Hundreds of bearded males strutted their stuff at the World Beard and Moustache Championships in
Anchorage, Alaska, and professional photographer Matthew Rainwaters was there to capture everything.
Alongside the pictures are essays by many of the championship rivals, including $teven Ra$pa and his beard
Prepostero. Taken direct on, the photographs are stark and stunning the beards speak for themselves. This
resulting assortment of portraits features the bushiest, most stylish, and downright weirdest beards from
around the world. An impressive showcase of chops, bristles, and whiskers, this reserve belongs on the shelf
of any accurate facial hair connoisseur.
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for the bearded ones you understand All the men in my life wear beards and this made it an ideal stocking
stuffer. It approved around the room, as everyone needed a look. I experienced an opportunity to flip
through it before wrapping it and the photos were awesome. He said he liked the book This beard book was
presented with as a gift to someone who'd just shaved off his beard, and maybe needed a different style of
beard to compliment his features. He stated he liked the book, and the countless beard suggestions it
featured. I desire it was just a little larger and that there is a hardcover option, but besides that it's great.
Good color photos. It's a good break from princess tales. pretty cool coffee table book! A fun quirky book
for the kiddos This is a very good read for the five year old girl.Maybe shortly he'll be wearing a fresh, more
updated beard featuring style, and a far more positive vibe. Love this little reserve. I bought this book as
something special for my buddy in law for Christmas. It is truly a beautifully done book. One Star Stupid
hipsters. Fun book- just like the pictures! Bought this for my hubby and he idea it was a neat book. Would
recommend. This is a great book for anyone This is a fun book for anyone, not just people with beards.. my
boy loves looking at it not to mention when people arrive over they're like, "what's this??" but it's an
extremely neat little coffee desk book. Both of us enjoyed looking at the photos of the different beards! As
expected. Would order again On time. Would recommend. Would order again. My buddy in legislation
loved it! kind of small, but very interesting.. Very Fun gift book Was an excellent fun present for brother in
rules with a beard!! It's good? Don't remember purchasing this. Don't even know what it really is. But
apparently I bought it Fun Such fun Five Stars great photos
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